No One Gets Out Alive: Book Three (Pre-Earth Series)

While Dominic Morris is struggling to
exist in the afterlife, Hope and Sebastian
Wilkes live out their happily after on
Pre-Earth. With a baby on the way life for
them is nearly perfect. But when Hopes
father, Oliver Luck, is tempted to reconnect
with his soul mate, Phoenix, he threatens to
take Hope down with him. Drowning in
sorrow and thinking hes getting a second
chance to help Phoenix, Dominic follows
her to The Other Place. The place no one
wants to go. Will Dominic help Phoenix
escape The Other Place?
And more
importantly, will he be able to leave
himself? One thousand years later, Hadley
Christensen is back on Earth, but as
Hayden Caldwell. With the help of her
deceased fiance, Luke, and her handsome
doctor, Dexter Martin, Hayden considers
what to believe. Hayden has a choice. A
choice to believe or to stay blissfully
unaware. Will she follow a path of no
return and challenge The Masters once and
for all? Or will she succumb to staying in
the dark and remain closer to her happily
ever after. If the soul mates Hayden and
Dexter realize the truth of what lies beneath
the surface and fall in love once more, life
as they know will be forever alter. Earth
will be eliminated. Will true love find a
way once more or will No One Get Out
Alive?
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